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Clarity Counts: 
A guide to clear 
communication
Why clear communication is mission-critical for business.
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Introduction
Clear communication is the foundation of a customer-centric 
strategy. It helps consumers access the information they need, 
when they need it, and in the right context. So, why are so many 
companies struggling to leverage clarity as a revenue driver?

In a recent study from McKinsey, 75% of leaders agreed that the COVID-19 pandemic 
had forced their organizations to establish an online presence and launch digital 
commerce in a an extremely short amount of time. 

This reliance on digital channels has changed consumer behavior and pushed 
companies to find new ways of communicating with their customers. Alongside this 
rapid digital transformation, we’ve also witnessed a significant shift in customer 
expectations.

n = 313 digital commerce leaders. Based sizes vary by segment, excluding "don't know."
Q: What of the following go-to-market approaches did you take to expedite your online presence?
Source: Gartner 2021 Digital Commerce Survey

 Total Base     B2B     B2B/B2C Hybrid     B2C

Used online pure play/
marketplaces to set 
up online presence 

68%

48%
58%

62%

Used direct-to-customer/
business channel

63%
55%

79%

63%

Used social commerce 
to set up an online store  

69% 67%62%
54%

https://emtemp.gcom.cloud/ngw/globalassets/en/marketing/documents/state-of-digital-commerce-research.pdf
https://emtemp.gcom.cloud/ngw/globalassets/en/marketing/documents/state-of-digital-commerce-research.pdf
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But it’s not just customers that benefit from clear and 
engaging communication. Clarity can enhance your 
employee experience, foster positive work cultures, ease 
the transition to hybrid work, and reduce attrition rates 
among staff. It’s essential for companies who want to 
prevent a loss of talent to “The Great Resignation.” This 
trend saw 4.4 million Americans leave their jobs last 
September, and resignations remain unusually high to date.

Reducing complexity in communication and embracing plain 
language is a practical way for companies to improve their 
customer experience, motivate their staff, and boost profits.

Guide   |  Clarity Counts: A guide to clear communication

Satisfying customer expectations is nothing new. From traditional brick-and-mortar 
stores to newer digital-first business models, making customers feel valued and 
exceeding their expectations has always been a winning formula for a successful 
business. 

And the role of clear communication in meeting these customer expectations can’t 
be overstated. Clarity underpins progressive business strategies that build trust and 
create long-term relationships with customers.

“Clarity underpins 
progressive business 
strategies that build 
trust and create long-
term relationships with 
customers”

https://cdn.ragan.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/GSIC_Report_2021_Final-1.pdf
https://cdn.ragan.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/GSIC_Report_2021_Final-1.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2021/11/01/brace-yourself-for-the-great-resignation-a-note-to-the-leaders/?sh=321ecee662be
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackkelly/2021/11/15/weve-become-a-nation-of-quitters-44-million-americans-left-their-jobs-in-september/?sh=cf81b4c893e0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackkelly/2021/11/15/weve-become-a-nation-of-quitters-44-million-americans-left-their-jobs-in-september/?sh=cf81b4c893e0
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The cost of complex 
communication
Complexity causes confusion and mistrust. 

Think back to a time when you needed clear instructions to complete a task 
or get help during a stressful situation. Was it easy to get the information you 
needed, or was it jargon-laden and unnecessarily complex? 

If it was latter, it was probably an unpleasant experience that led you to 
another brand the next time you needed support. With trust down across 
all institutions except business in 2021, plain language offers a pathway for 
companies to connect with their consumers and support them in a practical 
and quantifiable way.

The reality is that how your organization communicates has the power to 
frustrate a consumer into switching to a competitor or transform them into a 
loyal brand advocate. 

A recent Zendesk report showed that 65% of consumers want to buy from 
companies that offer quick and easy online transactions, and 50% of them 
will switch to a competitor after one bad experience. So it comes as no 
surprise that many companies plan to analyze and prioritize investment in their 
customer experience in 2022. Despite the rapid increase in digital adoption 
by companies at the onset of the pandemic, many customers can’t tell the 
difference between brands’ experiences. 

“65% of consumers 
want to buy from 
companies that offer 
quick and easy online 
transactions, and 50% 
of them will switch to 
a competitor after one 
bad experience”

Impact of Digtial Experiences

Evidence for Why Digital Experiences Fail to 
Build Brands and Shape Customer Journeys

Poor Differentiation

46% of customers can’t tell the difference 
between most brands’ digital experiences.

Low Efficacy

14% of customers did something different 
after a recent digital experience.

Audience Skepticism

58% of customers believe that most digital 
experienecs don’t impact what they end up buying.

https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2021-03/2021%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer.pdf
https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2021-03/2021%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer.pdf
https://www.zendesk.com/cx-trends-report/trend-1/
https://www.zendesk.com/cx-trends-report/trend-1/
https://www.zendesk.com/cx-trends-report/trend-1/
https://www.zendesk.com/cx-trends-report/trend-1/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2021/11/17/the-5-biggest-customer-experience-cx-trends-in-2022/?sh=2ce23a334cff
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2021/11/17/the-5-biggest-customer-experience-cx-trends-in-2022/?sh=2ce23a334cff
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-05-26-gartner-marketing-research-shows-58--of-customers-bel
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-05-26-gartner-marketing-research-shows-58--of-customers-bel
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Plain language 
empowers customers 
and employees
Plain language unlocks products and services for a 
wide range of customers, regardless of their literacy or 
education levels. Both private and public organizations can 
benefit from the accessibility that plain language brings to 
customer interactions. 

The Plain Language Federation states that: 

“A communication is in plain language if its wording, structure and design are 
so clear that the intended audience can easily find what they need, understand 
what they find, and use that information.”

And if you work in a government organization, plain language is the law. 
President Obama signed the Plain Writing Act of 2010 into federal law to ensure 
that federal agencies use plain language as a standard of communication. Plain 
language is a citizen’s right for the American public. 

From a business perspective, adopting plain language guidelines as best 
practices can increase customer satisfaction while reducing costs. It makes 
sense: customers who can easily understand how to use your product or service 
don’t need to reach out to your support reps. 

This reduces conversation volume and removes friction for your employees 
while also reducing your costs–helping you scale your organization without 
additional overheads.

Despite the rapid increase in digital adoption by companies 
at the onset of the pandemic, many customers can’t tell the 
difference between brands’ experiences.  

This lack of distinct experiences presents a unique 
opportunity: plain language can become a critical differentiator 
for your company in this environment. A recent Qualtrics report 
revealed that 89% of companies that lead with customer 
experience (CX) financially outperform their competitors. And 
effective use of plain language can enhance your customer 
experience to build trust and grow revenue.

https://www.iplfederation.org/plain-language/
https://www.dni.gov/index.php/plain-language-act#:~:text=The%20Plain%20Writing%20Act%20of,and%20collaboration%E2%80%9D%20in%20his%20Jan.
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-05-26-gartner-marketing-research-shows-58--of-customers-bel
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-05-26-gartner-marketing-research-shows-58--of-customers-bel
https://www.qualtrics.com/m/assets/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/XMI_GlobalStateOfXM-2020.pdf
https://www.qualtrics.com/m/assets/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/XMI_GlobalStateOfXM-2020.pdf
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You can’t fix what  
you don’t understand
As management guru Peter Drucker once said, “If you can’t 
measure it, you can’t improve it.” In this line of thought, you 
can begin to improve your understanding of the clarity of your 
communications.

The average North American consumer reads at an 8th-grade level, and it’s 
best practice for companies to use this as a benchmark when writing. Content 
written at a higher grade level requires more focus from users and can be a 
barrier to services for those with accessibility issues.

What is the Flesch-Kincaid 
Reading Ease Test?

Rudolf Flesch was a writing and 
readability expert who developed 
his readability formula in 1948. 
He was a key player in the Plain 
English Movement of the late ‘40s. 
He published many seminal books 
about the importance of plain 
language and clear writing. And a 
few decades later, he teamed up 
with J Peter Kincaid to develop the 
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level Test.

“Language analysis can transform the 
quality of your content using quantifiable 
metrics and give actionable advice on 
where your writing can be improved”
When writing, you should keep the context of your communications and the 
customer’s experience in mind so you “lead with the need.” Language analysis 
can transform the quality of your content using quantifiable metrics and give 
actionable advice on where your writing can be improved.

Consumers live busy lives and don’t have 
time to waste on complex information–they 
expect fast, personalized support when 
they need it. When you reduce the grade 
level, your content is easier to understand 
so customers get the right message, at the 
right time, and in the right context.

It’s important to note that the Flesch 
Reading Ease Score isn’t the only indicator 
of quality content. There are other elements 
to consider when you write, including 
sentence density, adverbs, and the context 
of the message you’re trying to deliver. 
But scoring your content is a powerful 
and subjective way to benchmark your 
communications and start the conversation 
about plain language in your organization.

https://nces.ed.gov/pubs93/93275.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/04/smarter-living/your-colleagues-dont-read-anything-you-write-here-are-8-ways-to-change-that.html
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4 steps to clearer 
communication
By now, you can see many tangible benefits to using plain language 
in your company’s communications. Your messaging will be easier 
to understand and accessible to a broader audience. Here are some 
plain language guidelines that you can use to improve the quality of 
your communications immediately.

The average North American consumer reads at an 8th-grade level so it’s best to 
use this as a benchmark in your communications. By keeping your grade level low, 
you’ll ensure your content is accessible to a wider audience. Maintaining a lower 
grade level empowers non-native English speakers or those with accessibility 
issues to easily access your content.

Take this example from an anonymous streaming service:

Using VT Writer, we can see that the copy has a grade level of 12.6. You would 
need 12.6 years of education to understand this snippet of text. 

Keep the grade level of your content low1.

We provide numerous [company name] Service options. Certain 
[company name] options are provided free-of-charge, while other options 
require payment before they can be accessed (the “Paid Subscriptions”). 
We may also offer special promotional plans, memberships, or services, 
including offerings of third-party products and services. We are not 
responsible for the products and services provided by such third parties.

https://nces.ed.gov/pubs93/93275.pdf
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By rewriting this in plain language, we can increase our readability score and 
reduce our grade level to make it more accessible for consumers. We can see 
that it now reads at a 7.8 grade level, a huge improvement on the original terms 
and conditions:

We give many [company name] options. We give  [company name] 
options free-of-charge. Other options need payment before you can 
use them (the “Paid Subscriptions”). We may also offer special plans, 
memberships, or services. These special offers may include third-party 
products and services. We are not responsible for the products and 
services provided by such third parties.

Earn a credit limit increase after making 5 monthly payments on time 
within 10 months from account opening when meeting credit criteria.*

Sentence length plays a key role in your readability score. Your customer’s live busy 
lives, and when faced with a problem or a query, they want quick, easy access to 
the information they need. They don’t want to face long, complex sentences when 
stressed or completing a routine task. 

If you are looking for a rule of thumb, Plainlanguage.gov suggests that, “Your 
document should have an average sentence length of 20 words, or fewer, in 
documents, and 15 on the web.”

Take this paragraph from the credit card policy of a major bank in America:

Although this paragraph doesn’t contain passive voice, it’s unnecessarily long. 
It also contains complex language that would require 13.4 years of education 
to understand.

Use shorter sentences 2.

https://www.plainlanguage.gov/guidelines/concise/write-short-sentences/
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By comparison, this example from American Express is much clearer 
and easy to read:

You can request a credit limit increase once your account has been 
opened for at least 60 days.

It’s a common misconception that complex subject matter demands complex 
language or industry-specific jargon. Legalese and complex words dominate certain 
industries like insurance, finance, or healthcare. But the average consumer can’t 
understand formal and highly-technical language. 

Plain language allows you to convey complex ideas in simple terms so more people 
can understand your message and take the required action. Find simpler alternatives 
to complex words wherever possible.

Avoid complex and jargon-laden language3.

Don’t say Say

exceeding more than

consecutive became in a row

henceforth from this point forward

cardiovascular disease heart disease

https://www.visiblethread.com/2020/06/customer-experience-stop-using-insider-jargon-for-external-communications/
https://www.visiblethread.com/2020/06/customer-experience-stop-using-insider-jargon-for-external-communications/
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Passive voice conveys an academic tone and is not direct. It can also make it 
unclear who is taking the action. Swapping the passive for active voice allows 
you to communicate more clearly. 

In the example above, the active voice sentence makes it clear who will be 
reviewing your application. Active voice sentences tend to be less wordy. 
They’re also more conversational as they reflect the way people talk to 
one another.

Use active voice4.

Active: Our hiring team will review your application.

Passive: Your application will be reviewed by our hiring team.
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Why do businesses fail 
to communicate clearly?
It can be hard to align an organization’s communications to a 
single tone of voice. Many companies struggle with maintaining 
clarity in their communications despite having a style guide. 

Often this is because it’s not practical for employees to consult a style guide every 
time they write, and many staff may not consider themselves to be “writers.” But 
operating without this consistency means you can’t ensure on-brand messaging 
across all customer touchpoints.

The copy you write must capture the attention of your audience and compel users to 
take action. We know that customers will switch to a competitor if they’re not happy 
with their experience of a product or service. Plain language is a foolproof way to 
instantly provide clear direction to your customers, reduce friction, and improve their 
experience with your business.

Clear messaging not only strengthens your company’s customer journey, it also 
aids internal communication and supports organizational alignment. Consider this 
example from the Canadian Human Rights Commission. Their original mission 
statement was complex with unnecessarily long sentences:

https://www.nextiva.com/blog/customer-service-statistics.html
https://www.nextiva.com/blog/customer-service-statistics.html
https://www.visiblethread.com/2019/02/plain-language-embracing-a-new-enterprise-strategy-for-communication-wins-webinar/
https://www.visiblethread.com/2019/02/plain-language-embracing-a-new-enterprise-strategy-for-communication-wins-webinar/
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When they reworked it in 2019 using plain language principles, they wanted anyone 
visiting their site to understand their mission statement quickly. Clarity was the key 
to aligning their messaging with their company values. Now, anyone, including new 
or prospective employees, can quickly understand the purpose of the commission 
and the values it upholds:

If you’re unsure where to start with plain language and don’t have a style guide, then 
creating one should be the first step for your organization. But if you have a style 
guide and still struggle to implement best practices, you need to consider leveraging 
technology to integrate it into your company’s writing process seamlessly.

Language analysis solutions like VT Writer allow you to set parameters around the 
tone and style of your organization’s writing using features like “Watch Words” to flag 
jargon and other off-brand terms. These efficiency wins can be a game-changer for 
busy teams and customers alike.

https://www.visiblethread.com/vt-writer/sign-up/
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The solution: use 
technology to audit and 
improve content at scale
Using VisibleThread’s Language Analysis Platform allows 
you to make quantifiable improvements to your written 
communications. 

VT Writer supports quality analysis at scale by measuring readability and tone of voice 
across all content. Leadership can measure adoption and scale improvements with users 
and teams over time. 

The beauty of using a language analysis platform for your writing is that it provides clear, 
objective feedback on the quality of your writing. The metrics reduce friction for writers and 
aid collaboration by changing the conversation about writing and depersonalizing feedback 
so you focus on creating content that resonates with your customers. 

As former assistant vice-president at Sun Life Financial, Kevin Press, says, “The value of 
the metrics and the way that they take personal opinion out of the discussion, we [SunLife] 
found that it was a big step forward in empowering the writers.” Kevin implemented the plain 
language program at SunLife and developed the organization’s first brand tone of voice with 
the help of our VT Writer solution. 

But what is technology without trust? Technology should add value for the user. According 
to a recent Gartner report, 90% of surveyed CMOs are investing in additional capabilities to 
drive digital commerce growth. But faced with reduced budgets, leaders need to ensure that 
their investments work hard to deliver value across multiple areas of their organizations.

VisibleThread can unlock value across all touchpoints of your customer journey to help you 
effortlessly meet and exceed customer expectations. Language analysis creates frictionless 
editing cycles for writers, provides quantifiable metrics for leaders, and empowers 
customers with clear, compelling messaging, so you can focus on scaling your organization 
for success.

“The value of the metrics and the way 
that they take personal opinion out of the 
discussion, we [SunLife] found that that 
was a big step forward in empowering 
the writers”

https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/research/state-of-digital-commerce?utm_campaign=GML_GB_2021_GML_C_BB1_RESTATEOFDIGCOMMFUNONOPENERS&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqua&cm_mmc=Eloqua-_-Email-_-LM_GML_GB_2021_GML_C_BB1_RESTATEOFDIGCOMMFUNONOPENERS-_-0000
https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/research/state-of-digital-commerce?utm_campaign=GML_GB_2021_GML_C_BB1_RESTATEOFDIGCOMMFUNONOPENERS&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqua&cm_mmc=Eloqua-_-Email-_-LM_GML_GB_2021_GML_C_BB1_RESTATEOFDIGCOMMFUNONOPENERS-_-0000
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Using a Language Analysis 
Platform to achieve quality 
improvements - 5 easy steps
Clear communication requires changes to your organization’s mindset and 
processes. The framework below offers a starting point for companies.

You have an important decision to make. Will 
you prioritize customer experience to foster 
long-term relationships with customers 
and boost revenue? Or will you choose 
to underestimate how plain language can 
transform your business internally and 
externally? 

VisibleThread provides technology to 
organizations who want to improve content 
at scale, boost customer experience, and 
secure a top position in their market. The 
time to act is now.

Step 2: Create a baseline 
with a content audit

Gather existing customer communications and 
measure against readability metrics. 

Step 3: Make your style 
guide accessible

Provide clear guidance to all writers. 
Ensure they can easily access it.  

Step 4: Support writers to 
score content for clarity

Use technology to support writers and allow 
them to self-score their content for clarity. 

Step 5: Measure 
and improve

Analyze usage and adoption of your plain language 
program. Measure quality improvements over time.

Step 1: Identify a 
champion or team

Recognize that all departments produce content. Identify 
a champion or team who can work cross-functionally. 

When will you prioritize plain language?
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Get your free  
VT Writer trial today
Self-score business-critical documents and text in a single click.

Get your free 14-day trial and improve your mission-critical business 
writing today:

• Analyze Unlimited Text Snippets

• Analyze URLs

• Analyze Documents

• Create Personal Watch Words and Ignore Lists

Get Started
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“I’m on temporary loan to 
the Public Health Agency 
of Canada to help with web 
writing about COVID-19. This 
pandemic has underscored 
the essential nature of plain 
language during a crisis. When 
communication is critical, plain 
language is essential. There’s 
no room for ambiguity.”
Susan Scruton,  
Senior Communications Advisor and Web Writer
Government of Canada

https://www.visiblethread.com/vt-writer/sign-up/?utm_source=email_marketing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=16-11-2021-eblast-campaign&utm_content=ebook&utm_brand=bw
https://www.facebook.com/visiblethread/
https://twitter.com/VisibleThread
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1484691/admin/

